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About the project
Democracy and participation for You(th)  is a youth exchange involving
20 participans from Italy, Spain, Lithuania and Romania 
 
The objectives of the project are as follows: 
1. Stimulate and promote the skills related with democracy and
participation in the democratical process. 
3. Exploring the intercultural dimension of this youth
exchange by joining the exponents of many cultures, languages and
customs. 
4. Developing communication skills in a foreign language as a means of
personal and professional development, the working language of the
project being English. 
Mobility will take place in   September 2019 in Horezu, Valcea County,
Romania. The results of the project will result in improving the skills of
the participants in the search for a job, entrepreneurship and personal
development. At the same time, the project will generate a brochure on
mobility methods and an exchange video to be disseminated
to the local community.

2 february Arrival day 
8 february  Departure day 

Dates of mobility : 2 - 8
february

Total number of participants 20 
Participants per country : 4  youngsters + 1 group
leaders 
Age limits 17 - 30 for participants 
over 18 for group leaders 



Selection criterias 
For participants - age 17 - 30 
The capacity to communicate in English 
Motivation to participate and to share the results with other younsters 

For leaders:  over 18, no maximum limit 
Good english skills 
Responsible person that understands the importance of leading a
group and working in international context

Venue of the Activities
The mobility will be held in Horezu, Valcea County - situated at 40 km
from Ramnicu Valcea (our organization base city) and 200 km from
Bucharest. It is well known for it UNESCO ceramics workshops and its
very old Monastery. Our stay will be in Hotel Horezu. 



Accomodation 
The group will be accomodated in Hotel Horezu - a 2 star hotel situated in the
center of Horezu. 

The accomodation will be made in  twin rooms separated by genders with private
bathrooms

The meals will be served in the hotel s restaurant. 
There will be free wifi service inside the building. 



Trasport reimbursment

The transport of the participants will be reimbursed according to the
following budget :

Italy - max 275 eur/participant 
Lithuania - max 275 eur/participant 

Spain - 360 eur/participant
Romania 0 euro/participant *the coordination organization will cover the

real cost of romanian travel

Very important: we do not reimburse in cash! All the payments will be
made with bank transfer in the sending organization accounts and
than transfered to the participants.  

Pre-departure tasks
Before arrival the participatnts will prepare the following

acvtivities:
- A presentation about their country for the intercultural

events 
- A presentation about the situation of youth
unemployment in your community/country

Transport 
The best arrival solution is in Bucharest, by plane. We

will provide a rented bus for all of the group from
Bucharest directly to the Hotel in Horezu. The time of

departure of this bus will be established once we have
all the travel plans 

 




